
ALL THINGS
 

NEWSLETTER
Sleep Affects Your Everyday
For years, Aeroflow Sleep's unofficial tagline has been

"sleep well, live better." There's a reason for that. You can't

live better without sleeping well.
 

When we want to get healthy, we often talk about things

like eating right, exercising regularly, and drinking water.

We forget how important a good night's rest is, and that's

why Aeroflow Sleep is returning to its roots this month.
 

Throughout May, we'll collectively take a look at what it

means to sleep better with and without CPAP.
 

May is also Mental Health Awareness Month, so we're

making that part of our focus too. After all, there's a lot of 

 overlap between mental health and sleep apnea. Follow

along to learn more as we connect it all back to you!
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WHY DO I FEEL CLAUSTROPHOBIC
WHILE WEARING A CPAP MASK?

After Aeroflow Sleep assesses any ongoing mental
health concerns you may have, we check to see if
new concerns started with your PAP therapy.

CURRENT PROJECTS:
MORE THAN BRAND LOYALTY
Spring Awakening may have ended, but your PAP
therapy hasn't. You may recall, Aeroflow Sleep
offered Medicare patients who joined our family
in April the chance to win extra sleep products.

Because your PAP therapy is continuous, you
need a PAP supplier who can commit as much
as you do. Otherwise, tech will become
outdated, possibly unserviceable, and your
parts will deteriorate so you won't be sleeping
better after all. You could even get sick!

While this offer may have enticed you to try us
out one month, why should you keep coming
back to Aeroflow Sleep? We promise, it's more
than brand loyalty.

We often hear from new PAP patients that they feel
claustrophobic while wearing a CPAP mask. Dr.
Weiss explains why that is and how you can
prevent it in this episode of "Weiss Words."

Aeroflow Sleep has staffed an entire team just to
replace your PAP supplies on-time and up to
100% through insurance. That's why you should
stay with us. We're here to help! Always.

https://youtu.be/73lH8HU0_Rk
https://youtu.be/73lH8HU0_Rk
https://youtu.be/73lH8HU0_Rk


IN THE KNOW
WITH AEROFLOW

THE THIRD PHILIPS RECALL
In the summer of 2021, the most popular PAP
machine in America was recalled. Philips
Respironics was the manufacturer, and while it
seemed we could finally put THAT recall behind
us, another was introduced for its masks.

The third (and we hope, the final) recall went public on April 7th of this year,
and yes, it was still a Philips Respironics product. In fact, remember that most
popular PAP machine that was first recalled? Replacements issued by Philips
between December 2021 & October 2022 are what's now being recalled,
because new devices were assigned incorrect or duplicate serial numbers.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU, AS AN AEROFLOW SLEEP PATIENT?

The Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
announced that Amara, DreamWisp, and
DreamWear CPAP masks should be replaced if
the patient or a person near the patient has
pacemakers, ICD, metal implants, etc. This is
because the aforementioned masks have
magnetic clips that could cause irreparable
damage to those affected. This was the second
Philips Respironics recall, initiated August 2022.

Luckily, the majority of Aeroflow Sleep's patients do NOT have to worry about
this third recall at all, because we stopped providing our patients with Philips
Respironics machines from the very beginning.

CHECK YOUR ELIGIBILITY

If you are one of the unlucky few who have not yet joined the Aeroflow Sleep
family, let's change that now, so you can be confident in your PAP supplier.

https://aeroflowsleep.com/promo/newsletter-qualify-form


IS BIG PHARMA
WATCHING?

THE TRUTH BEHIND
CPAP CELLULAR

MODEMS AND WIFI

Regular Business Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 AM - 5 PM EST

 
Phone: 1-800-480-5491 | Fax: 1-866-903-3640

 
Email: info@aeroflowsleep.com

 
Your inquiry is very important to us!
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ONLY 1 IN 10
AMERICANS WAKE UP
FEELING REFRESHED:

COULD YOUR SLEEP
POSITION PLAY A ROLE?

https://sleepopolis.com/blog/study-morning-sleep-position/
https://shop.aeroflowsleep.com/blog/is-big-pharma-watching-the-truth-behind-cpap-cellular-modems-and-wifi



